Restoration drawings by Viollet-le-Duc, showing restored the oculi below the clerestory.
Is it possible to talk about a “royal” or “Parisian” elevation type?

- few horizontal moldings
- “sliding” elevation; flat wall surfaces

Senlis Cathedral
Paris, Notre-Dame south side of the nave at the crossing
Interior to the east
Notre-Dame in Paris
Laon Cathedral: view of the nave and detail of the nave elevation
Laon Cathedral, before and after extension and additions, 1205 +
Laon, original appearance reconstructed
Laon, east arm of the north transept with wall passage
Laon Cathedral, from the east, begun ca. 1155
Laon Cathedral

Paris, original plan before addition of chapels

Chapels Added in 13\textsuperscript{th} century
104a. Senlis. Plan restitué de la cathédrale au XIIe siècle.


104c. Mantes. Notre-Dame. Plan restitué de la collégiale au XIIe siècle (même échelle que fig. 104a).
Notre-Dame in Paris
the double aisles of the nave with alternating supports

columns

Columns with en delit shafts
Paris: the Ile de la Cite’ with the remains of the Gallo-Roman fortification wall
Bishop Maurice de Sulllly
1160-1196
Notre-Dame in Paris: plan with earlier churches

- Baptistry of St. John the Round
- Saint-Germain-le-Vieux
- General area of the hospital
- Old cathedral of St. Stephen
- Chapel of St. Christopher
The notebook of Villard de Honnecourt, ca. 1220
The gargoyles at Notre-Dame in Paris